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Ms. Sullivan,You wrote,>>> I know you are aware that the Board made the decision to pursue thearea ofthe 

medical evidence because so much of the controversy in theassassination emanates from this area and there 

was a desire to attempt toclarify the existing record and determine if there were other records notin the JFK 

Collection. However, the Board has had to be very careful inallotting resources for this type of project that 

"pushes the envelope" onour authority under the JFK Act.I did make a specific inquiry about your suggestion 

regarding OfficerBaker. Your suggestion remains on an informal list with many similarsuggestions, all 

presented to the Board as being important and worthy ofour attention. This informal list is always being 

reviewed andreevaluated, but the focus during our last year will be on the completionof the review of existing 

records. Should the Board staff desireadditional information regarding your suggestion on Officer Baker, 

youwould be contacted on this matter. <<<I have recommended reinterviewing Officer Baker precisely 

because hisextant testimony is so incomplete and in need of crucial clarification.The issue of Baker's 

encounter with Oswald is hugely critical because itgoes to the very heart of the matter of placing Oswald on 

the sixth floorduring the shooting. Respected assassination researchers like HaroldWeisberg and Anthony 

Summers have written about the severe problems withBaker's testimony as it relates to his encounter with 

Oswald. As Weisberghas pointed out, (1) the Warren Commission seemed to carefully avoid thethorny 

problems raised by what Baker did say, and (2) the Commission failedto ask Baker a number of questions that 

were both obvious and crucial.Even on the basis of just what Baker did say, one can make a credible casethat 

Baker's testimony indicates Oswald was not, and could not have been,on the sixth floor during the shooting. If 

Baker were properly questioned,significant, historic progress could be made in this area.I discussed these 

issues in my initial message on Baker's testimony, butallow me to briefly review some of them:* Baker 

apparently initially said Oswald was drinking a Coke when Bakerspotted Oswald in the lunchroom on the 

second floor. Then, in his finalsworn statement, Baker dictated to the interviewing FBI agent that Oswalddid in 

fact have a Coke in his hand when Baker first spotted him in thelunchroom. Yet, at the end of the interview, 

Baker lined through hisstatement about the Coke, without explanation. This is a crucial issuebecause one 

cannot imagine how Oswald could have had the time to beat Bakerto the lunchroom to such a degree that he 

had time to buy a Coke and haveit in his hand by the time Baker first saw him. Commission staffers andtheir 

defenders recognized the importance of this issue early on.* Baker was not specific when he discussed the 

status of the foyer doorwhen he reached the second-floor landing, and the Commission, incredibly,did not pin 

him down on this monumentally important issue. That door hadan automatic closer, but to this day we don't 
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